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11922/16839 Please Turn Over 

B.Sc. 1st Semester (Honours) Practical Examination, 2019-20 

GEOGRAPHY 

 Course ID : 11922  Course Code : SH/GEO/102C-2(P) 

  Course Title : Cartographic Techniques 

  Time:  3 Hours  Full Marks: 40 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
  Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 

as far as practicable. 

Answer all questions. 

SET-III 

 1. A map is drawn on a scale of 1 cm to 2 km. The map is reduced  of its original size. Calculate the 
R.F. of the reduced map and with this draw a linear scale with Primary division 10 km and 
Secondary division 2 km.  2+4=6  

 2.  (a) Draw the graticule of polar zenithal Gnomonic projection for a map of Greenland on a scale 
of 1:20,000,000 at an interval of 5º. Extension : 55ºN – 90ºN and 75ºW to 15ºW.  

   (b) Classify map projection on the basis of preserved qualities.  8+2=10 

 3. Write short notes on any two of the following: 2×2=4 
   (a) Vernier Constant 
   (b) Azimuthal projection 
   (c) Importance of Bench Mark in levelling.   

 4. Make a levelling Survey by Dumpy level to obtain the reduced levels of 9 points located on the 
given quadriangular area ABCD (as per plan shown in the attached sketch). Given B.M. at E (the 
meeting point of the diagonals) = 30 m. plot the quadriangular area with the help of magnetic 
bearing of one side obtained by a prismatic compass. Draw a contour plan of the area showing at 
least 3 contours.  4+2+4=10 

Field plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 5. Laboratory Notebook and Viva voce 5+5=10 

__________ 
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11922/16840 Please Turn Over 

B.Sc. 1st Semester (Honours) Practical Examination, 2019-20 

GEOGRAPHY 

 Course ID : 11922  Course Code : SH/GEO/102C-2(P) 

  Course Title : Cartographic Techniques 

SET-III 
Instructions to the Examiners. 

 1. The examiners are requested to rectify the printing mistakes, if any, in the question paper before its 
distribution.  

 2. Setting of the Survey instruments is the responsibility of the examinees, but the examiners are 
requested to give specific instructions for field survey. 

 3. The examiners may provide two or more sets of Survey instruments.   

 4. An examinee may be instructed to complete the field work within 35 minutes. 

 5. Distribution of marks for Q.No. 4 :  
  Field work : 4 
  Correct drawing of the quadriangular area with 9 points : 2 
  Drawing of contours with suitable interval : 4  

 6. For Q. No. 4 : alternative Question (in case of inclement weather only): 

  Compute the entries marked (×) from the level book page given below:   

Stn Dist. in m B.S. I.S. F.S. R.L. in m. 

1 0 ×   24·65 

2 3·5  ×  24·84 

3 7·0  3·50  25·02 

4 10·5  3·30  × 

5 14·0  3·35  × 

6 17·5 ×  × 25·00 

7 21·0  6·13  25·15 

8 24·5  5·95  × 

9 28·0  5·90  25·38 

10 31·5  ×  25·48 

11 35·0   × × 

      ∑ = 10.15 ∑ = 9.22 

  Draw a topographic profile along the line of Survey. 5+5=10 

 7. For Question No. 5 an examinee can be interviewed for a minimum of 5 minutes and maximum 
upto 10 minutes. 

__________ 
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11922/16841 Please Turn Over 

B.Sc. 1st Semester (Honours) Practical Examination, 2019-20 

GEOGRAPHY 

 Course ID : 11922  Course Code : SH/GEO/102C-2(P) 

  Course Title : Cartographic Techniques 

  Time:  3 Hours  Full Marks: 40 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

  Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 
as far as practicable. 

Answer all questions. 

SET-IV 

 1.  (a) Draw a vernier scale to read 11°37 ; given 19 main scale divisions are equal to 20 vernier 

scale divisions and the value of one smallest main scale division is 20  (The scale may be 

drawn in a straight line) 

   (b) What is retrograde vernier? 4+2=6  

 2.  (a) Draw the graticule of polyconic projection for a map of Europe on a scale of 1:40,000,000 at 

an interval of 10º. Extension: 35ºN to 75ºN and 10ºW to 60ºE.  

   (b) Define the term “homolographic”.   8+2=10 

 3. Answer any two of the following: 2×2=4 

   (a) What is R.F. Scale? 

   (b) What is non-perspective projection? 

   (c) Explain bench mark and datum surface.   

 4. Find out the height of an object with the help of Transit Theodolite where the base is inaccessible: 

   (a) Prepare a field book with a field sketch. 

   (b) Calculate the height of the object. 

   (c) Plot the same on a suitable scale. 4+4+2=10 

 5. Laboratory Notebook and Viva voce 5+5=10 

 

__________ 
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11922/16842 Please Turn Over 

B.Sc. 1st Semester (Honours) Practical Examination, 2019-20 

GEOGRAPHY 

 Course ID : 11922  Course Code : SH/GEO/102C-2 

  Course Title : Cartographic Techniques 

SET-IV 

Instructions to the Examiners. 

 1. The examiners are requested to rectify the printing mistakes, if any, in the question paper before its 

distribution.  

 2. Setting of the Survey instruments is the responsibility of the examinee, but the examiners are 

requested to give specific instructions for field survey. 

 3. The examiners may provide two or more sets of Survey instruments.   

 4. An examinee may be instructed to complete the field work within 35 minutes.  

 5. Alternative Question for Q.No.4 (in case of inclement weather only): 

  To determine the elevation of the top of a flag staff, the following observations were made:   

Instrument Station Reading on B.M. Vertical angle Remarks 

A 1·266 m 10°48  R.L. of B.M. 

B 1·086 m 7°12  = 248·362 m 

  Stations A and B and the top of the flag staff were in the same vertical plane. Find the elevation of 

the top of the flag staff, if the distance between A and B was 50 m.  10 

 6. For Question No. 5 an examinee can be interviewed for a minimum of 5 minutes and maximum of 

10 minutes.   

 

__________ 
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11922/16843 Please Turn Over 

B.Sc. 1st Semester (Honours) Practical Examination, 2019-20 

GEOGRAPHY 

 Course ID : 11922  Course Code : SH/GEO/102C-2 

  Course Title : Cartographic Techniques 

  Time:  3 Hours  Full Marks: 40 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

  Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 
as far as practicable. 

Answer all questions. 

SET-V 

 1. The R.F. of a cadastral map in 1:3960. Draw a comparative linear scale to read  

100 yeards/100 m in the primary and 20 yards/20 m in the secondary division.  6 

 2.  (a) Draw the graticule of Cylindrical Equal Area Projection for a region extending from 20°N to 20°S latitudes and from 95ºE to 145ºE longitudes at an interval of 5º on a scale of 1:25 

million.   

   (b) Find out the projected length of the equator on this projection and its actual ground distance.  

        8+2=10 

 3. Answer any two of the following: 2×2=4 

   (a) What is scale enlargement? 

   (b) What is Loxodrome? 

   (c) What is line of collimation?   

 4. Run a Dumpy level Survey on eight Stations along a given line of 21m long fixed on the ground: 

   (a) Prepare a field book and calculate the reduced levels assuming reduced level of first station as 

100.00m.  

   (b) Draw a profile on the basis of the calculated reduced levels showing datum line on a suitable 

scale. 5+5=10 

 5. Laboratory Notebook and Viva voce 5+5=10 

 

__________ 
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11922/16844 Please Turn Over 

B.Sc. 1st Semester (Honours) Practical Examination, 2019-20 

GEOGRAPHY 

 Course ID : 11922  Course Code : SH/GEO/102C-2 

  Course Title : Cartographic Techniques 

SET-V 

Instructions to the Examiners. 

 1. The examiners are requested to rectify the printing mistakes, if any, in the question paper before its 

distribution to the examinees.  

 2. Setting of the Survey instruments is the responsibility of the examinees, but the examiners are 

requested to give specific instructions to the examinees for field survey. 

 3. Maximum 30 minutes can be given to the examinees to complete the field work.  

 4. The examiners may provide two or more sets of survey instruments.  

 5. Alternative Question for Q.No.4 (in case of inclement weather only): 

  The following consecutive readings were taken with a level and 3m levelling staff on a 

continuously sloping ground at a common interval of 20m : 0·602, 1·234, 1·860, 2·574, 0·238, 

0·914, 1·936, 2·872, 0·568, 1·824, 2·722. The reduced level of the first point was 192·122 m. 

Prepare a level book and calculate the reduced levels of the points. Draw a longitudinal profile 

along the line of survey.  3+3+4=10 

 6. The examiners are requested to take Viva voce of an examinee for a minimum of 5 minutes and 

maximum of 10 minutes. .   

 

__________ 
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11922/16741 Please Turn Over 

B.Sc. 1st Semester (Honours) Practical Examination, 2019-20 

GEOGRAPHY 

 Course ID : 11922  Course Code : SH/GEO/102C-2(P) 

  Course Title : Cartographic Techniques 

  Time:  3 Hours  Full Marks: 40 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

  Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 
as far as practicable. 

Answer all questions. 

SET-I 

 1. Draw a vernier scale to read 3.33  when 09 small main scale divisions are equal to 10 vernier 

scale divisions and the value of one small main scale division is 0.01 . 6  

 2.  (a) Draw the graticule of sinusoidal projection for a map of South America on a scale of 1:40 M 

at an interval of 10º. Extension : 20ºN – 60ºS and 90ºW to 30ºW. 

   (b) State the properties of Sinusoidal projection.  8+2=10 

 3. Write short notes on any two of the following: 2×2=4 

   (a) Diagonal scale 

   (b) Merits of simple conical projection with one Standard Parallel. 

   (c) Trunnion axis  

 4.  (a) Make a closed Traverse Survey by Prismatic Compass on four stations fixed on the ground 

and record positions of four objects marked on the field.  

   (b)  (i) Find out the corrected bearings and draw the closed traverse with necessary corrections. 

     (ii) Find out the area of the closed traverse. 

     (iii) Show the position of the given objects on the corrected traverse. 4+2+2+2=10 

 5. Laboratory Notebook and Viva voce 5+5=10 

 

__________ 
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11922/16742 Please Turn Over 

B.Sc. 1st Semester (Honours) Practical Examination, 2019-20 

GEOGRAPHY 

 Course ID : 11922  Course Code : SH/GEO/102C-2(P) 

  Course Title : Cartographic Techniques 

SET-I 

Instructions to the Examiners. 

 1. The examiners are requested to rectify the printing mistakes, if any, if the question paper before its 

distribution.  

 2. Setting of the Survey instruments is the responsibility of the examinees, but the examiners are 

requested to give specific instructions for field survey. 

 3. The examiners may provide two or more sets of Survey instruments.   

 4. An examinee may be instructed to complete the field work within 30 minutes.  

 5. For Q. No. 4 : alternative Question (in case of inclement weather): 

  In a prismatic compass survey, the following data as shown in the table below are collected:   

Station Line Distance(m) F.B. B.B. 

M MN 29·8 73°15  255°0  

N NO 31·6 137°30  316°45  

O OP 27·1 258°0  77°45  

P PM 24·3 323°15  142°15  

   C Find out the corrected bearings. 

   C Draw the closed traverse with necessary correction. 

   C Find out the included angles. 

   C Find out the area of the closed traverse. 

   C What are the draw-backs of prismatic compass survey? 2+2+2+2+2=10 

 6. For Question No. 5 an examinee can be interviewed for a minimum of 5 minutes and maximum of 

10 minutes.   

 

__________ 
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11922/16837 Please Turn Over 

B.Sc. 1st Semester (Honours) Practical Examination, 2019-20 

GEOGRAPHY 

 Course ID : 11922  Course Code : SH/GEO/102C-2 

  Course Title : Cartographic Techniques 

  Time:  3 Hours  Full Marks: 40 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

  Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 
as far as practicable. 

Answer all questions. 

SET-II 

 1. Draw a diagonal scale to read 3 yeards 2 feet 8 inches. R.F. 1:40 6  

 2.  (a) Draw the graticule of simple conical projection with one standard parallel for an area 

extending from 30ºN to 70ºN and 130ºE to 170ºE at an interval of 10º on a scale of 

1:75,000,000.  

   (b) Define constant of the cone.   8+2=10 

 3. Write short notes on any two of the following: 2×2=4 

   (a) Statement scale 

   (b) Orthomorphic projection 

   (c) Reconnaissance Survey  

 4.  (a) Prepare a field book to determine the height of the given object (by theodolite) in the field 

having accessible base.   

   (b) Calculate the height and  

   (c) Represent it graphically by plotting it on a suitable scale.  4+3+3=10 

 5. Laboratory Notebook and Viva voce 5+5=10 

 

__________ 
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11922/16838 Please Turn Over 

B.Sc. 1st Semester (Honours) Practical Examination, 2019-20 

GEOGRAPHY 

 Course ID : 11922  Course Code : SH/GEO/102C-2 

  Course Title : Cartographic Techniques 

SET-II 

Instructions to the Examiners. 

 1. The examiners are requested to rectify the printing mistakes, if any, in the question paper before its 

distribution.  

 2. Setting of the Survey instruments is the responsibility of the examinees, but the examiners are 

requested to give specific instructions for field survey. 

 3. The examiners may provide two or more sets of Survey instruments.   

 4. An examinee may be instructed to complete the field work within 35 minutes.  

 5. For Q. No. 4 : alternative Question (in case of inclement weather only): 

  The following measurements of angles and distance have been observed with the help of a Transit 

Theodolite.  

  Calculate the height of the object ‘O’ with respect to A and horizontal distance between the station 

A and the base of the object ‘O’.  

  Vertical angle of the object from Stn A = 13°30  

  Vertical angle of the object from Stn B = 18°15  

  Horizontal distance between Stn. A & B = 20 m. 

  Height of the Instrument at A & B = 1·5 m. 

 6. For Question No. 5 an examinee can be interviewed for a minimum of 5 minutes and maximum of 

10 minutes.   

 

__________ 
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B.Sc. 1st Semester (Honours) Examination, 2019-20

GEOGRAPHY

Course ID : 11914 Course Code : SH/GEO/103GE-1

Course Title: Physical Basis of Earth

Time:  2 Hours Full Marks: 40

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.

øé¬Ì õ∂±ôL√¶ö ¸—‡…±&ø˘ √õ∂Àùüı˛ ¬Û”Ì«˜±ÀÚı˛ øÚÀ«˙fl¬/
¬Ûı˛œé¬±Ô«œÀı˛ ˚Ô±¸y¬ı øÚÀÊı˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±˚˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ øÀÓ¬ ˝Àı/

Section-A

(Short answer type)

Answer any five questions form the following: 2×5=10

Œ˚ Œfl¬±ÀÚ± ¬Û“±‰¬øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±› –

1. (a) What are the major glacial phases of the Pleistocene period?

Pleistocene Î¬◊¬Û ≈̊À·ı˛ √õ∂Ò±Ú ø˝˜ ≈̊·&ø˘ fl¬œ fl¬œ∑

(b) What do you mean by ‘Level of Compensation’?

ë√õ∂øÓ¬øıÒ±Ú Ó¬˘í ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±ÀÁ¬±∑

(c) Why does Asthenosphere is called ‘Low Velocity Zone’?

Asthenosphere-Œfl¬ Low Velocity Zone Œfl¬Ú ı˘± ˝˚˛∑

(d) What is Benioff Zone?

ŒıøÚ’Ù¬ ŒÊ±Ú ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±ÀÁ¬±∑

(e) What is Magnetic anomaly?

Œ‰¬Ã•§fl¬œ˚˛ Δı¸±‘̇ … fl¬±Àfl¬ ıÀ˘∑

(f) Outline why ‘Jig-saw-Fit’ is taken as a proof of Continental Drift.

‘Jig-saw-Fit’-Œfl¬ Œfl¬Ú ˜˝±À˙œ˚˛ ¸=¡ı˛ÀÌı˛ ¤fl¬øÈ¬ √õ∂˜±Ì ø˝À¸Àı Òı˛± ˝˚˛, Ó¬±ı˛ ı˛+¬ÛÀı˛‡± ±›/

(g) Define ‘Fold’.

ˆ“¬±ÀÊı˛ ¸—:± ±›/

(h) What do you mean by core of the earth?

¬Û‘øÔıœı˛ Œfl¬f ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±ÀÁ¬±∑

11914/17143 Please Turn Over
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Section-B

(Analytical type)

2. Answer any five questions taking at least one from each unit and not more than two.

4×5=20

√õ∂øÓ¬øÈ¬ ¤fl¬fl¬ ŒÔÀfl¬ fl¬˜¬ÛÀé¬ ¤fl¬øÈ¬ øfl¬c ’ÚøÒfl¬ ≈øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛¸˝ Œ˜±È¬ ¬Û“±‰¬øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±›/

Unit-I

(a) Briefly discuss the Nebular Hypothesis of Laplace regarding the origin of the earth.

¬Û‘øÔıœı˛ Î¬◊»¬ÛøM ¸•ÛÀfl«¬ Laplace-¤ı˛ Úœ˝±øı˛fl¬± ˜Ó¬ı±øÈ¬ ı…Mê fl¬Àı˛±/

(b) Differentiate between the theories of Isostasy as proposed by Airy and Pratt.

¸˜ø¶öøÓ¬ ¸—Sê±ôL√ Airy ¤ı— Pratt-¤ı˛ ˜Ó¬ı±Àı˛ ˜”˘ ¬Û±Ô«fl¬…&ø˘ı˛ Î¬◊À{°‡ fl¬Àı˛±/

(c) Mention the major Geological features of Cenozoic era.

Cenozoic ≈̊À·ı˛ √õ∂Ò±Ú ˆ”¬Ó¬±øMWfl¬ Δıø˙©Ü…&ø˘ Î¬◊À{°‡ fl¬Àı˛±/

Unit-II

(d) Explain in brief the processes of formation of Mid-oceanic ridge.

˜Ò…˜˝±¸±·ı˛œ˚˛ Δ˙˘ø˙ı˛±ı˛ Î¬◊»¬ÛøM fl¬œˆ¬±Àı ˝˚˛ Ó¬± ¸—Àé¬À¬Û ı…±‡…± fl¬Àı˛±/

(e) Discuss epirogenesis movement and related landforms.

˜˝œˆ¬±ıfl¬ √õ∂øSê˚˛± › ¸‘©Ü ˆ”¬ø˜ı˛+¬Û&ø˘ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¬Àı˛±/

(f) In what way may convection currents in the mantle be responsible for plate motion?

Œõ≠ÀÈ¬ı˛ ‰¬˘ÀÚ &è˜G¬À˘ ¬Ûøı˛‰¬˘Ú Œ¶⁄±ÀÓ¬ı˛ ˆ”¬ø˜fl¬± fl¬œ∑

Unit-III

(g) Discuss the evolution of drainage and landform features in folded structure.

ˆ¬øº˘ ·Í¬Ú ≈̊Mê ’=¡À˘ Ê˘øÚ·«˜ √õ∂Ì±˘œ › ˆ”¬ø˜ı˛+À¬Ûı˛ Î¬◊æı ı…±‡…± fl¬Àı˛±/

(h) Explain the formation of ‘Cuesta’ and ‘Hogback’.

ëfl≈¬À˚˛ô¶∏±í › ë˝·ı…±fl¬í-¤ı˛ Î¬◊»¬ÛøM ı…±‡…± fl¬Àı˛±/

(i) Mention major parts of an ideal hill slope.

¤fl¬øÈ¬ ’±˙« ˆ”¬ø˜Ï¬±À˘ı˛ øıøˆ¬iß ’—˙&ø˘ı˛ Î¬◊À{°‡ fl¬Àı˛±/
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Section-C

(Broad answer type)

3. Answer any one question from the following: 10×1=10

√Œ˚ Œfl¬±ÀÚ± ¤fl¬øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±› –

(a) Give an detail account of earth interior with suitable diagram.

¬Û‘øÔıœı˛ ’±ˆ¬…ôL√ı˛œÌ ·Í¬ÀÚı˛ ¸ø‰¬S ıÌ«Ú± ±›/

(b) Discuss about the evidences of continental drift.

˜˝œ¸=¡ı˛Ì ˜Ó¬ı±Àı˛ ¶§¬ÛÀé¬ı˛ √õ∂˜±Ì&ø˘ Œ˘À‡±/

(c) Elaborate the Landscape evolution model as proposed by Penk.

Penk-¤ı˛ ˆ”¬ø˜ı˛+¬Û øııÓ«¬Ú ˜ÀÎ¬˘øÈ¬ı˛ ¸—øé¬l ıÌ«Ú± ±›/

ñññññ
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B.Sc. 1st Semester (Programme) Examination, 2019-20

GEOGRAPHY

Course ID : 11918 Course Code : SP/GEO/101C-1A

Course Title: Physical Basis of Earth

Time:  2 Hours Full Marks: 40

øé¬Ì õ∂±ôL√¶ö ¸—‡…±&ø˘ √õ∂Àùüı˛ ¬Û”Ì«˜±ÀÚı˛ øÚÀ«˙fl¬/
¬Ûı˛œé¬±Ô«œÀı˛ ˚Ô±¸y¬ı øÚÀÊı˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±˚˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ øÀÓ¬ ˝Àı/

Section-A

(Short answer type)

1. Œ˚ Œfl¬±ÀÚ± ¬Û“±‰¬øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±› – 2×5=10

(a) ¸˜ø¶öøÓ¬ ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±ÀÁ¬±∑

(b) ”̂¬fl¬•Ûœ˚˛ Â±˚˛± ¤˘±fl¬± ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±ÀÁ¬±∑

(c) ø¸˚˛±˘ (SIAL) › ø¸˜± (SIMA) Î¬◊ˆ¬À˚˛ı˛ ˜ÀÒ… ¬Û±Ô«fl¬… Œ˘À‡±/

(d) ¬Û±Ó¬ ¸—¶ö±Ú Ó¬Ô… ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±ÀÁ¬±∑

(e) ¬Û…±ÚøÊ˚˛± › ¬Û…±ÚÔ±˘±¸± fl¬œ∑

(f) ’øˆ¬¸±øı˛ ¬Û±Ó¬ ¸œ˜±Ú± fl¬±Àfl¬ ıÀ˘∑

(g) Œ˜±Ú±Îƒ¬Úfl¬ fl¬œ∑

(h) Œ¬ÛøÎ¬Àõ≠Ú ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±ÀÁ¬±∑

Section-B

2. √õ∂øÓ¬øÈ¬ Unit ŒÔÀfl¬ fl¬˜¬ÛÀé¬ ¤fl¬øÈ¬ √õ∂ùü øÚÀ˚˛ Œ˜±È¬ ¬Û“±‰¬øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ øÀÓ¬ ˝Àı – 4×5=20

Unit-I

(Earth: Origin and Evolution)

(a) ˆ”¬Ó¬±øMWfl¬ ¸˜˚˛ ¸±ı˛Ìœ › ˆ”¬Ó¬±øMWfl¬ ‚È¬Ú±ı˘œı˛ ¸—øé¬l ıÌ«Ú± ±›/

(b) ˆ”¬fl¬•Ûœ˚˛ Ó¬ı˛Àºı˛ Î¬◊¬Ûı˛ øˆ¬øM fl¬Àı˛ ¬Û‘øÔıœı˛ ’±ˆ¬…ôL√ı˛œÌ ·Í¬Ú ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¬Àı˛±/

(c) ¸˜ø¶öøÓ¬ ¸—Sê±ôL√ Pratt-¤ı˛ ˜Ó¬ı±øÈ¬ı˛ ¸—øé¬l ıÌ«Ú± ±›/

11918/17144 Please Turn Over
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Unit-II

(Tectonic Theories and Processes)

(d) Î¬◊±˝ı˛Ì ¸˝À˚±À· ’¢ü≈…»¬Û±ÀÓ¬ı˛ ¸˜À˚˛ı˛ ı…ıÒ±Ú ’Ú≈̧ ±Àı˛ øıøˆ¬iß Òı˛ÀÚı˛ ’±À¢ü˚˛ø·øı˛ı˛ Œ|øÌøıˆ¬±· fl¬Àı˛±/

(e) ’Ò–¬Û±Ó¬ ˜G¬˘ (Subduction zone) › ŒıøÚ˚˛Ù¬ ŒÊ±Ú (Benioff zone)-¤ı˛ ˜ÀÒ… ¬Û±Ô«fl¬… Œ˘À‡±/

(f) ’øˆ¬¸±ı˛œ ¬Û±Ó¬ ¸œ˜±Ú±˚˛ (Convergence Plate Boundary) ¸‘©Ü ˆ”¬ø˜ı˛+¬Û&ø˘ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¬Àı˛±/

Unit-III

(Processes of Geomorphology)

(g) ˆ”¬ø˜ı˛+¬Û øııÓ«¬ÀÚ Œ¬ÛÇ¬ (Penk)-¤ı˛ ˜Ó¬ı±øÈ¬ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¬Àı˛±/

(h) ¸˜√õ∂±˚˛ ˆ”¬ø˜ (Peneplain) fl¬±Àfl¬ ıÀ˘∑ ¸˜√õ∂±˚˛ ˆ”¬ø˜ › Œ¬ÛøÎ¬Àõ≠ÀÚı˛ ¬Û±Ô«fl¬… Œ˘À‡±/

(i) Ï¬±À˘ı˛ Î¬◊¬Û±±Ú&ø˘ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¬Àı˛±/ Î¬◊M˘ › ’ıÓ¬˘ Ï¬±À˘ı˛ Δıø˙©Ü…&ø˘ Œ˘À‡±/

Section-C

3. Œ˚Àfl¬±ÀÚ± ¤fl¬øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±› – 10×1=10

(a) ˆ”¬ø˜fl¬À•Ûı˛ fl¬±ı˛Ì › Ù¬˘±Ù¬˘ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¬Àı˛±/

(b) ¸˜ÚÓ¬ ı± ¤fl¬ÚÓ¬ ·Í¬Ú ≈̊Mê ’=¡À˘ ˆ”¬ø˜ı˛+¬Û › Úœ øıÚ…±À¸ı˛ Sê˜øııÓ«¬Ú ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¬Àı˛±/

(c) ›À˚˛·Ú±Àı˛ı˛ ˜˝±À˙œ˚˛ ‰¬˘Ú Ó¬MWøÈ¬ (Continental Drift theory) ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¬Àı˛±/
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øé¬Ì õ∂±ôL√¶ö ¸—‡…±&ø˘ √õ∂Àùüı˛ ¬Û”Ì«˜±ÀÚı˛ øÚÀ«˙fl¬/
¬Ûı˛œé¬±Ô«œÀı˛ ˚Ô±¸y¬ı øÚÀÊı˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±˚˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ øÀÓ¬ ˝Àı/

Section-A

1. Answer any five questions in all, selecting at least one but not more than two from each unit:
2×5=10

√õ∂øÓ¬øÈ¬ ¤fl¬fl¬ ŒÔÀfl¬ fl¬˜¬ÛÀé¬ ¤fl¬øÈ¬ øfl¬c ’ÚøÒfl¬ ≈øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛¸˝ Œ˜±È¬ ¬Û“±‰¬øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±›/

Unit-I

(Earth: Origin and Evolution)

(a) What are the characteristic features of Pleistocene era?

Œõ≠¸ÀÈ¬±ø¸Ú ˚≈À·ı˛ ‰¬±øı˛øSfl¬ Δıø˙©Ü…&ø˘ fl¬œ fl¬œ∑

(b) Who propounded the ‘Tidal Hypothesis regarding the Origin of Earth’ and in which year?

¬Û‘øÔıœı˛ Î¬◊»¬ÛøM ¸—Sê±ôL√ ëŒÊ±˚˛±ı˛-ˆ“¬±È¬± Ó¬ÀMWíı˛ √õ∂ıMê± Œfl¬ ¤ı— Œfl¬±Ú ¸±À˘∑

(c) What is meant by Global Isostatic Adjustment?

¬Û‘øÔıœı…±ø¬Û ¸˜ø¶öøÓ¬fl¬ ˆ¬±ı˛¸±˜… ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±Á¬±˚˛∑

Unit-II

(Tectonic Theories and Processes)

(d) Define Plate Margin.

¬Û±Ó¬ ¸œ˜±ôL√ı˛ ¸—:± ±›/

(e) What is Hot Spot?

Ó¬løıj≈ fl¬œ∑

(f) Define Panthalasa.

¬Û…±Lö±˘±¸±ı˛ ¸—:± ±›/
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Unit-III

(Process Geomorphology)

(g) What do you understand by ‘Knick Point’?

ëøÚfl¬ øıj≈í ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±Á¬∑

(h) What is fiord?

øÙ¬˚˛Î«¬ fl¬±Àfl¬ ıÀ˘∑

(i) What is Sand blasting?

ı±˘≈fl¬± øıÀ¶£¬±ı˛Ì fl¬œ∑

Section-B

2. Answer any five questions taking at least one from each but not more than two from each unit:

4×5=20

√õ∂øÓ¬øÈ¬ ¤fl¬fl¬ (unit) ŒÔÀfl¬ fl¬˜¬ÛÀé¬ ¤fl¬øÈ¬ ¤ı— ’ÚøÒfl¬ ≈øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛¸˝ Œ˜±È¬ ¬Û“±‰¬øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±›/

Unit-I

(Earth: Origin and Evolution)

(a) Distinguish between the theories of Airy and Pratt on isostasy.

Airy › Pratt-¤ı˛ ¸˜ø¶öøÓ¬ ˜Ó¬ı±Àı˛ ¬Û±Ô«fl¬… Œ‡±›/

(b) Elucidate the characteristics of Quaternary period of Geological Time scale.

ˆ”¬-Ó¬±øMWfl¬ ¸˜˚˛ ¸±ı˛Ìœı˛ Œfl¬±˚˛±È¬«±ı˛Ú±ı˛œ ˚≈À·ı˛ Δıø˙©Ü…&ø˘ Ó≈¬À˘ Òı˛/

(c) Classify Earth’s layers on the basis of chemical composition.

ı˛±¸±˚˛øÚfl¬ ·Í¬ÀÚı˛ ¸±À¬ÛÀé¬ ¬Û‘øÔıœı˛ ô¶∏ı˛&ø˘ı˛ Œ|øÌøıˆ¬±· fl¬Àı˛±/

Unit-II

(Tectonic Theories and Processes)

(d) Explain the significance of continental Drift theory as postulated by Wagner.

›˚˛±·Ú±ı˛ √õ∂M ˜˝œ¸=¡ı˛Ì ˜Ó¬ı±øÈ¬ı˛ &èQ ı…±‡…± fl¬Àı˛±/

(e) Explain the significance of Palaeo-Magnetism for plate-movement study.

¬Û±Ó¬ ¸=¡±ı˛ÀÌ ¬Û≈ı˛±-‰≈¬•§fl¬œ˚˛ Ó¬ÀMWı˛ &èQ ı…±‡…± fl¬Àı˛±/

(f) Describe the major landforms produced by Intrusive volcanicity.

Î¬◊»Àˆ¬œ ’¢ü≈»·À˜ı˛ Ù¬À˘ ·øÍ¬Ó¬ √õ∂Ò±Ú ˆ”¬ø˜ı˛+¬Û&ø˘ ıÌ«Ú± fl¬Àı˛±/
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Unit-III

(Process Geomorphology)

(g) Explain the development of paired river terraces with suitable diagram.

Î¬◊¬Û ≈̊Mê ø‰¬S¸˝ ≈̊¢¨Úœ˜À=¡ı˛ ·Í¬Ú ı…±‡…± fl¬Àı˛±/

(h) Explain the development of Glacio-fluvial landforms.

ø˝˜ı±˝ Ê˘Ò±ı˛± Z±ı˛± ·øÍ¬Ó¬ ˆ”¬ø˜ı˛+À¬Ûı˛ øıfl¬±˙ ı…±‡…± fl¬Àı˛±/

(i) Specify the stages of development of inversion of relief.

Δı¬Ûı˛œÓ¬… ˆ”¬ø˜ı˛+¬Û øııÓ«¬ÀÚı˛ Ò±¬Û&ø˘ ıÌ«Ú± fl¬Àı˛±/

Section-C

Answer any one question. 10×1=10

Œ˚Àfl¬±ÀÚ± ¤fl¬øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±›/

3. Critically examine modern theories on origin of the earth.

¬Û‘øÔıœı˛ Î¬◊»¬ÛøM ¸•Ûøfl«¬Ó¬ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¬ Ó¬MW&ø˘ı˛ ˜”˘…±˚˛Ú fl¬Àı˛±/

4. Elucidate the results of convergent plate movement with suitable example.

Î¬◊±˝ı˛Ì¸˝fl¬±Àı˛ ’øˆ¬¸±ı˛œ ¬Û±Ó¬ ‰¬˘ÀÚı˛ Ù¬˘±Ù¬˘ ı…±‡…± fl¬Àı˛±/

5. Elaborate the concept of Davis in the evolution of landforms.

ˆ”¬ø˜ı˛+À¬Ûı˛ øııÓ«¬Ú ¸•Ûøfl«¬Ó¬ ŒÎ¬øˆ¬¸-¤ı˛ Ò±ı˛Ì± ı…±‡…± fl¬Àı˛±/
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